The construction of electric vehicle charging station plays an important role in the development of electric vehicles and the promotion of the renewable resource. In the paper, a model to analyze the economic benefit of the charging station is presented, which is based on the break-even theory. Then the threshold price is calculated based on the model according to the construction plans of charging facilities in one district. Finally, the strategy for the development of charging faculties is proposed to improve the health growth of electric automotive industry.
Introduction
With the global climate issues and the development of renewable energy, a new round of global energy revolution of clean energy and smart grid is rising. Electric vehicle (EV) is a promising way to reduce the energy consume and carbon emission. In addition, it can alleviate the fundamental dependence on oil and the pressure on energy conservation. Currently, the world automotive industry is actively engaged in the developing and promoting process of electric vehicles. Governments and enterprises all over the world have made a great deal of effort in the field of EV [1] [2] [3] [4] . And now the development of EV has been supported by many governments. In China, Beijing, Shanghai, Zhejiang, Shandong and other provinces have made many strategies to promote the construction of charging stations. The State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) plans to build inter-city smart charging networks for electric vehicles power service in the area of around Bohai bay and Yangtze River Delta.
In China, the construction of charging station is still in its pilot stage. At this stage, our major tasks should focus on the exploring a road of sustainable development through charging station layout planning, pilot construction, commercial operations, profit model analysis, etc.
Conclusions

Break-even Theory
Break-even analysis is a technique for which identifying the point where the total revenue is just sufficient to cover the total cost. The break-even point (BEP) is the point at which cost or expenses and revenue are equal: there is no net loss or gain, and one has "broken even". As we know, various issues will affect the profit of an investment action, when the changing of these factors reaches a critical value, it will make people hard to choice. Break-even analysis is to find this critical value. Determining the capacity of investment with variable factors, it can provide a basis for decision-making [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
As the investment and operation of charging station have potential losses, we can use break-even analysis to find the critical charging price in different computing environment. In the calculation, the time value of money is not takes into account.
The Break-even Model of Charging Station
The break-even model of charging station is as follows:
S= I-OU S represents the net profit within the payback period, I represents the operating income, OU represents the investment and operating expenses. OU represents charging station investment, B represents the total construction cost, OU M represents operating expense including equipment operation and maintenance cost, OU M represents maintenance labor cost, OU E represents power purchase cost (only considered the electricity service, regardless of the battery cost).
When the income equals to the investment, which is reaching the break-even balance, then the time is the payback period. Taking into account the life of the substation equipments, we only analyze the break-even in 20 years.
The break-even model of charging station in the payback period is as follows ( 20 t ≤ ):
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where: t is the payback period (Unit: year); t S is the net profit at the period of t; N is amount of purchasing energy per year, 2 p is the price of it;
1 N is electricity sales per year,
p is the charging price; B is the total construction cost of charging station, r is the subsidy proportion by governments;
A is the annual income of business pattern; C is carbon dioxide reduction income; E is total equipment investment;
M OU is equipment operation and maintenance costs, it equals to the 2% of E; m is the number of people for the operation and maintenance of charging station, g is per-capita wage;
According to the principle of zero profit, we can calculate the critical charging price at payback period t: ) 10000
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Similarly, if given the charging price and the electricity purchasing price, the payback period can be calculated as follows: 
Break-even Analysis of Charging and Battery-swapped Station
According to the electric vehicle development and the process of charging station planning and the construction, the charging facilities development can be divided into pilot stage, urban transport stage, worry free driving stage, and the break-even sale prices (charging prices) are calculated in three stages. The different characteristics of the three stages are considered in the calculation, such as charging station equipment efficiencies, government subsidies, the construction costs, etc.
the Break-even Calculation of Typical Charging Station at the Pilot Stage
The calculation condition is as follows:
(1) The utilization efficiency of charging station equipment in this stage is 0.3;
(2) The standard charging station generally configures 10 chargers and each charger's power is 102kW. The charging efficiency η is 0.85; (3) The costs of the standard charging station is 19 million Yuan, and the equipment investment is about 50% of the total costs; (4) The number of people for operation and maintenance is 12, and the average wage of workers is about 27,000 yuan per year;
(5) The costs of equipment operation and maintenance are 2% of the equipment investment; (6) The government subsidies are 15% of the total costs; (7) As the carbon dioxide reductive emission income and some other incomes can not be implemented currently, they are not included in the calculation.
According to the different purchase prices such as generation price, 10 kV large industrial price and general commercial price, which is taken from the Development and Reform Commission of Henan province, critical charging prices are calculated in the different payback period of 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and 20 years. The calculated results are shown in Table 1 . The purchase price used 0.727 yuan(kWh) -1 to calculate consider of the charging station commercial and social operation. If we take 20 years as the cost recovery period and the equipment utilization is 100%, the lowest -1 each time, the relationship curve between the payback period and equipment utilization is shown in Figure 1: 
Break-even Calculation of Typical Battery-swapped Station at the Pilot Stage
The different calculate conditions between the typical battery-swapped station and the charging station are as follows:
(1) Sales power The charging energy of battery-swapped station should be calculated based on the average daily mileage and the battery capacity of electric vehicles. According to typical design of battery-swapped station, two battery-swapped positions can swap electric vehicles' battery 100 times a day, and the annual charging energy will reach 1.2 million kWh. In this stage, the equipment utilization factor is 0.3.
(2) Labor costs According to the charging station, a typical batteryswapped station with two battery-swapped positions will need 20 persons, for the battery monitoring requires additional staff.
(3) Business model Unlike the charging station, the battery-swapped station has an extra battery-swapped service. For the convenience of calculation, the service fee is 5 yuan each time temporarily.
According to the different purchase prices such as generation price, 10 kV large industrial price and general commercial price, critical charging prices are calculated in the different payback period of 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and 20 years. The calculated results are shown in Table 2 . 
Break-even Calculation of Typical Charging Station at the Urban Transport Stage
According to the planning and research of a charging station, urban transport stage electric car ownership has a rapid growth. So the equipment utilization set equal to 0.5; at the stage, government's subsidy rate will drop to 10%; the costs of electric vehicle charging stations will be decreased for the technological progress and cost reduction. Construction cost 1 B will be 15 million yuan. According to the different purchase prices such as generation price, 10 kV large industrial price and general commercial price, critical charging prices are calculated in the different payback period of 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and 20 years. The calculated results are shown in Table 3 . The purchase price used 0.727 yuan(kWh) -1 to calculate consider of the charging station commercial and social operation. If we take 20 years as the cost recovery period and the equipment utilization is 100%, the lowest charging price is calculated as 0.965 yuan(kWh) -1 . Then we choose 0.9 yuan(kWh) -1 as a benchmark and increased 0.2 yuan(kWh) -1 each time, the relationship curve between the payback period and equipment utilization is shown in Figure 2: 
The Break-Even Calculation of Typical Battery-Swapped Station at the Urban Transport Stage
Compared with the previous stage, this stage we set the equipment utilization equal to 0.5. According to the different purchase prices such as generation price, 10 kV large industrial price and general commercial price, critical charging prices are calculated in the different payback period of 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and 20 years.
The calculated results are shown in Table 4 .
Break-Even Calculation of Typical Charging Station at Worry Free Driving Stage
According to the planning and construction program of an electric vehicle charging station, at worry free driving stage, the technology of electric vehicles will have been developed, and the structure of power grid has been able to meet the needs of distributed charging, at the stage, the development of charging stations will be the mainstream. At this stage, the ownership of electric vehicles growth continuously, so set equipment utilization of this stage equal to 0.7, the construction cost 1 B will be 12 million yuan; government subsidies will be dropped to 5%. According to the different purchase prices such as generation price, 10 kV large industrial price and general commercial price, critical charging prices are calculated in the different payback period of 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and 20 years. The calculated results are shown in Table 5 .
The purchase price used 0.727 yuan(kWh) -1 to calculate consider of the charging station commercial and social operation. If we take 20 years as the cost recovery period and the equipment utilization is 100%, the lowest charging price is calculated as 0.965 yuan(kWh) -1 . Then we choose 0.9 yuan(kWh) -1 as a benchmark and in creased 0.2 yuan(kWh) -1 each time, the relationship curve between the payback period and equipment utilization is shown in Figure 3 . 
Conclusions
At the present time, due to the fewer vehicles, low equipment and weak technological reliability, the construction and operation of the electric vehicle charging station project is at a loss. To ensure the full cost recovery of the charging station and its healthy development, governments need to increase policy support for the electric vehicle charging station, introducing a special charging price and giving preferential treatment in the charge of land and taxation. The operators of charging station should strive to expand the scope and variety of services, develop the market to increase revenue. Only in this way can the operation cost of charging station be reduced and the industries of electric vehicles will be thrived.
